**Course Description:**

While eccentric physicists overturned fundamental scientific concepts, Europe was torn apart by wars of unprecedented scale. This history course analyzes these developments, examining the rise of the theories of relativity and quantum mechanics in the stage of international political upheavals. Following the life and work of Albert Einstein, the course focuses on conceptual developments and intellectual conflicts (mainly from the 1880s through the 1940s). It also studies the lives of physicists such as Max Planck, Werner Heisenberg, and J. Robert Oppenheimer, in the context of changing cultural and political conflicts. The material will be understandable even to students with no significant background in physics. Among the questions that we will cover are the following:

- How did relativity and the quantum clash with earlier conceptions of nature?
- Why did physics become so apparently difficult to understand?
- How did Planck navigate scientific success, duties, and tragedy as he rose in society?
- How did Einstein conceive of the special theory of relativity?
- Did Einstein’s wife secretly collaborate in his works?
- Did the intellectual climate of post-war Germany lead physicists to change ideas about nature?
- In Europe and America, how did scientists and politicians confront international catastrophe?
- Why did Einstein criticize quantum mechanics?
- How did religion relate to developments in physics?
- Did German physicists such as Heisenberg contribute to Nazi projects?
- How were the academic and social orders affected by the development of nuclear weapons?

We will read and discuss various kinds of materials: biographies, original scientific papers, manuscripts, personal recollections, letters, accounts by historians, physicists’ essays, popular science nonsense, and even secret transcripts of controversial conversations. The assigned readings will be worthwhile, but not definitive. That is, just because I assign something for reading that does not mean that it is the best treatment of the given subject. Instead, it means mainly that the document at the very least involves issues that are well worth discussing. I will try to ensure that every class is both instructive and entertaining. This course will not be a monologue; there will be plenty of opportunity for your participation, and you are encouraged and required to participate. From the assigned readings, each student will choose a day to present in class. Each presentation may last around 30 minutes, and will involve also our comments.

**Required Readings:** available at the UT Co-op:

- Additional reading materials will be distributed in class, plus, each student will research other reading selections, especially primary sources.
The main required readings are Neffe’s biography of Einstein and Heilbron’s biography of Planck. The class calendar includes a schedule of days in which we will discuss sections from each of these books. You are required to do all such readings before class, or you will lose points in the course. Our discussions will use these readings as starting points from which to formulate questions, to carry out research by finding additional sources to try to answer such questions. I will expect that you take the initiative to often find and present particular information; if not, I will specify additional readings or questions for research.

**Attendance Policy:** Attendance is required. The material covered in class is not identical to the material in the books, so you would easily be lost if you do not attend. Sometimes I will correct claims that appear in the readings. Every day, sometime after the class has begun, we will pass out an attendance sheet for you to sign-in. If you do not sign in, you will be counted as absent. Every unexcused absence will reduce your attendance score by .5 points, up to a maximum of 10 course points. Notice of an absence for medical reasons should be submitted promptly, for consideration.

**Course assignments**

You’ll be required to complete several writing assignments. There will be **Reaction Essays** (500 words each) in which you will critically respond to material covered in class. There will also be a **Research Paper** (2500 words) where you will pursue a topic of your choice by finding and using appropriate materials from the library, both primary and secondary sources. You will have opportunities to edit and rewrite your work, and to read other students’ papers and give them peer review feedback.

Moreover, all students will be expected to take a **Subject Comprehension Exam**, designed to test the extent to which you have followed, engaged, and learned from the topics discussed in class and in the readings.

The class will be conducted as a discussion; attendance and participation are therefore essential.

This course carries a Writing Flag. Writing Flag courses are designed to give students experience with writing in an academic discipline. In this class, you can expect to write regularly during the semester, complete substantial writing projects, and receive feedback from your instructor to help you improve your writing. You will also have the opportunity to revise one or more assignments, and to read and discuss your peers’ work. 65% of the final grade will be based on written assignments. COURSE GRADES will include plus and minus: A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, etc. The grading breakdown is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class participation</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Assignments</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Comprehension Exam</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Research Paper</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minus absences</td>
<td>− 0.5 course points per unexcused absence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(course schedule is attached)

Work turned in late without an extension negotiated at least a week in advance will be penalized one full letter grade the first day late. University policies on plagiarism and academic dishonesty will be enforced.
## Class Calendar, Spring 2011

*required readings; others to be assigned*

### Jan.19 W
Introduction

### Jan.24 M
Neffe, “Preface,” “Immortal,” “Second Birth,” pp. ix-x, 3-18

### Jan.26 W
Heilbron, “Establishing the World Picture,” pp. 1-27

### Jan.31 M

### Feb.2 W

### Feb.7 M
Neffe, “Dwarfs and Giants,” pp. 49-70

### Feb.9 W

### Feb.14 M

### Feb.16 W
Neffe, “Miraculous Path,” pp. 108-125

### Feb.21 M
Heilbron, “…Against Mach,” pp. 44-60

### Feb.23 W
Neffe, “Squaring the Light,” pp. 126-150

### Feb.28 M
Heilbron, “Enthusiastic Relativist” pp. 28-32, 114-122

### Mar.2 W
Neffe, “Why is the Sky Blue,” pp. 151-167

### Mar.7 M

### Mar.9 W

### Mar.12-20
Spring Break

### Mar.21 M

### Mar.23 W
Neffe, “Germany, Politics,” pp. 252-288

### Mar.28 M
Heilbron, “International…” pp. 100-113,122-128

### Mar.30 W
Neffe, “Not a Tiger,” pp. 289-309

### Apr.4 M

### Apr.6 W
Neffe, “Quantum Theory,” pp. 325-349

### Apr.11 M

### Apr.13 W
Heilbron, “Copenhagen Spirit” pp. 128-148

### Apr.18 M

### Apr.20 W
Neffe, “Einstein’s America,” pp. 359-378

### Apr.25 M
Heilbron, “In Shipwreck” pp. 149-196

### Apr.27 W

### May 2 M
Heilbron, “In Shipwreck, Afterword” pp. 197-217

### May 4 W
Last day of class

### May
*FINAL EXAM* during finals week. Place, date and time to be announced